Structural, magnetic and dielectric properties have been studied for Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . Nano-crystalline sample of Yb 2 CoMnO 6 synthesized by sol-gel method and structural analysis shows that the sample crystallizes in monoclinic crystal structure with P2 1 /n phase group. To understand the charge state of Co, Mn and Yb we have performed the XPS study. Magnetic study shows that the sample undergoes a paramagnetic to ferromagnetic phase transition around T c ∼56 K and an additional magnetic ordering at a lower temperature around 14 K due to ordering of Yb 3+ magnetic ions. Temperature dependent Raman study reveals that spin-phonon interaction is present in this material. Further, we have studied the dielectric properties of this material. We observed that the material shows a relaxation behavior that obeys the thermally activated relaxation mechanism. Impedance spectroscopy reveals that the material shows non-Debye's behavior. AC conductivity study is performed to understand the conduction mechanics which involve the quantum mechanical tunneling phenomenon.
Introduction
Materials which simultaneously shows ferroelectricity and magnetism are termed as multiferroic materials. [1, 2] Strong coupling of electric and magnetic properties can be utilized for vast industrial applications, for instance, storage devices, sensors, tunable microwave filters, etc. [3, 4, 5, 6] Recently, several double perovskite materials have exhibited coupled magnetic and electric phenomenon. Among them, a new double perovskite Ba 2 FeMnO 6 have shown co-existence of electric and magnetic hysteresis and considered as a promising candidate for spintronic applications. [7] The tunable magneto-electric effect has been observed in Y 2 MnCrO 6 which have further intensified the quest of multiferroic materials in double Email addresses: inoorbhatti@gmail.com (Ilyas Noor Bhatti), inbhatti07@gmail.com (Imtiaz Noor Bhatti) perovskites. [8] Interestingly, novel high-temperature multiferroicity have been observed in a 3d-5d based Bi 2 (Ni/Mn)ReO 6 compound. [9] Despite having an interesting physics and exotic phenomenon with promising potential for industrial applications these materials have not been well studied.
Among the vast class of compounds 3d based R 2 CoMnO 6 (where R = rare earth elements) has received much attention of researchers due to their exotic properties such as E type ferromagnetic ordering, spin-phonon coupling, multiferroicity, magnetoelectricity, etc. In these double perovskites the spin magnetic moment of Co 2+ and Mn 4+ interact via dominant super-exchange interaction and give rise to ferromagnetic ordering in these materials. However, in addition to this magnetic phase transition, the rare-earth ions also interact at low temperatures and in most cases align themselves in opposite direction to the Co/Mn sublattice and thus results in an antiferromagnetically ordered state. It is worth to mention some previous findings, for instance, Lu 2 CoMnO 6 shows E-type magnetic ordering around 50 K with an anomaly in dielectric constant at same temperature which suggests some kind of magneto-electric interplay in this material. [10] Further, this material shows pyroelectric properties and has shown negative magnetocapacitance. [11] In another case, Er 2 CoMnO 6 shows a ferromagnetic ordering of Co and Mn cations around 67 K with a low temperature ferrimagnetic ordering around 10 K activated by Er 3+ ions. [12] The pyroelectric and polarization properties of Y 2 CoMnO 6 have been studied and confirms that no intrinsic magnetoelectric multiferroicity exists. [13] Magnetization and neutron study of single crystalline Yb 2 CoMnO 6 shows E-type ferromagnetic ordering and also shows negative magnetocapacitance. [10] Strong magnetic anisotropy and metamagnetic transition have been observed in a self flux-grown single crystal of Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . In this study, we aim to investigate the magnetic and dielectric properties of nano-crystalline Yb 2 CoMnO 6 and compare the results with bulk study to identify the effect of reduced dimensions.
In the present study, we report structural, magnetic, dielectric and transport properties of nano-crystalline Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . The structural analysis shows the sample is in single phase and adopts the monoclinic crystal structure with P2 1 /n space group. Magnetization study reveals that the Yb 2 CoMnO 6 is a ferromagnetic material that undergoes PM-FM phase transition around T c ∼56 K. The material also shows antiferromagnetic ordering at low temperature. Raman study shows spin-phonon coupling is present in this material. Dielectric measurement shows a strong dispersion in dielectric constant and tangent loss shows a relaxation phenomenon. The impedance spectroscopy shows that Yb 2 CoMnO 6 does not follow Debye's model. The Nyquist plot analysis shows non-Debye's behavior Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . AC conductivity shows strong frequency dependency at the higher frequency limit. The conductivity analysis shows that the conduction mechanism involves the quantum mechanical tunneling phenomenon.
Experimental details
Sol-gel method has been employed to synthesize the nano-crystalline Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . Starting ingredients with high purity (99.9%) from Alpha Aesar were used. First, we have prepared solutions of each compound in separate beakers. We have dissolved Mn(CH 2 CO 2 ).4H 2 O, Co(NO 3 ) 2 .6H 2 O and nitric acid in water with continuous stirring till the solution becomes clear. However, Yb 2 O 3 is insoluble in water to make a clear solution we have added nitric acid drop by drop to the beaker containing Yb 2 O 3 and water with continuous stirring at 95 o C. After continuous staring for 20 minutes Yb 2 O 3 dissolves completely in dilute nitric acid and the solution becomes clear. Then all the solutions were poured into the 500 ml beaker and filled to 400 ml with distilled water. This final solution is then kept on magnetic starrier at 90 o C for 24 hours for suitable reaction time. The solution then turned into a gel and finally heated up to form a foam. The foam is collected from the beaked grounded well and heated at 600 o C. The collected powder is then grounded again for 30 minutes and sintered at 900 o C for 12 hours. The obtained powder is collected and characterized by X-ray diffraction using Rigaku mini flex 600 diffractometer. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is performed to understand the charge state of cations. The XPS measurements were performed with base pressure in the range of 10 −10 mbar using a commercial electron energy analyzer (Omnicron nanotechnology) and a nonmonochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV). The XPSpeakfit software has been used to analyze the XPS data. The samples used for XPS study are in pellet form where an ion beam sputtering has been done on the samples to expose clean surface before measurements. The magnetic measurements were done on powder using a vibrating sample magnetometer by Cryogen.Inc. Temperature dependent Raman spectra have been collected using Diode based laser (λ = 473 nm) coupled with a Labram-HR800 micro-Raman spectrometer. It is a single spectrometer with 1800 groves/mm grating and a peltier cooled CCD detector with an overall spectral resolution of ∼1 cm −1 . For the low temperature Raman measurements, the material has been mounted on a THMS600 stage from Linkam UK, with temperature stability of ±0.1 K. Dielectric measurements in the frequency range from 1 Hz to 5.5 MHz were performed using a computer controlled dielectric set up on a closedcycle refrigerator with operating temperature range of 20 to 300 K. Fig. 1a shows the X-ray diffraction pattern along with Rietveld refinement for nano-crystalline Further, from fitting we obtained R wp /R exp ratio ∼ 1.38 which is reasonably good and acceptable. [14, 15, 16] These parameters show the Rietveld refinement is reasonably good. Braggs peaks are also shown with navy vertical bars. The Rietveld analysis on XRD data has shown that the sample is chemically pure and in single phase. Peak indexing is given in Fig. 1a for main peaks. The sample crystallized in monoclinic crystal structure with P2 1 /n space group. The lattice parameters are a = 5.1535(8) Å b = 5.5215(7) Å c = 7.3832(5) Å and β = 90.29(1) o with the unit cell volume 210.08(9) Å 3 . The crystal structure unit cell is shown in Fig. 1b for this sample, it is evident from the figure that the Co and Mn atoms are alternatively placed. Further, to measure the average particle size we used the scanning electron microscope to obtain the micrograph of nano-particles as shown in Fig. 1c . The imageJ software is used to analyze the SEM micrograph and we found that the nanoparticle of Yb 2 CoMnO 6 are obtained with average particle size is ∼ 70 nm. 
Result and Discussions

Structural study
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
The physical properties of a compound are largely described by the oxidation state of cations present in the material. XPS is a vital tool to understand the charge state of cations. We have employed the XPS to study the cationic charge state of Co, Mn and Yb in Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . XPS spectrum of Co 2p is shown in Fig. 2a in which the open black circles are the experimental data the red line is the overall envelope of the spectrum the solid blue lines are the Co 2p peaks whereas orange solid lines are the satellite peaks fitted using XPS PEAKFIT 4.1. It is evident from Fig. 2a there are two peaks located at 780.7 eV and 796.01 eV for CO 2p 3/2 and Co 2p 1/2 respectively resulting from the spin-orbital split-ting of 2p orbital with 15.3 eV. Besides the Co 2p there are two other peaks marked as satellite positioned at 787 eV and 802.5 eV. The results are consistent with literature. [17, 18, 19] Beside the Co 2p peaks two satellite peaks have also been observed close to Co 2p peaks. The peaks locations of Co 2p core level indicate that the Co cations are present in +2 oxidation states.
The measured XPS spectrum for Mn 2p core levels along with peak fitting is shown in Fig. 2b , where the open black circles are the experimental data the red line is the overall envelope of the spectrum the solid blue lines are the Mn 2p peaks are shown. The Mn 2p spectrum shows two distinct peaks located at 642 eV and 654 eV corresponding to Mn 2p 3/2 and 2p 1/2 resulting from the spin-orbital splitting of 2p orbitals with splitting energy of 12 eV. The peak positions and splitting energy is reveals that the Mn cation is present in +4 oxidation state and is in agreement with literature. [20, 21, 22] XPS spectra of Yb 4d core level along with the fitting of peaks are shown in Fig. 2c where the open black circles are experimental data, the solid red line is the overall envelope of the XPS spectrum and solid blue lines are the Sm 3d orbitals. It is evident from the figure that the two distinct spin-orbital split peaks Yb-4d 5/2 and Yb-4d 3/2 peaks are located at 186 eV and 199.6 eV, respectively with at spin-orbital splitting energy of 13.6 eV. [23, 24] However, besides these two peaks there are more small peaks attributed to the presence of Yb 2+ oxidation state in the material. The detailed analysis of XPS spectrum reveals that the majority of Yb cations are present in +3 oxidation states whereas small Yb 2+ cations are also present. [24] It is conclusive from the XPS study that Co, Mn and Yb cations are in 2+, 4+ and 3+ oxidation states respectively.
Magnetization study
Temperature dependent magnetization (M(T )) measurements were performed both in the zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) mode as shown in Fig.  3a . ZFC and FC data is recorded in a temperature range of 300 K to 2 K under an applied dc magnetic field (H dc ) of 100 Oe. The figure shows that with the decrease in temperature the magnetic moment (M) in M(T ) curve remains steady initially. However, around 60 K the magnetic moment in both the (FC) and (ZFC) curve began to increase with a further decrease in temperature. It is expected that the rise in magnetic moment is due to establishment of magnetic exchange between Co 2+ -Mn 4+ in Yb 2 CoMnO 6 double perovskite which is superexchange in nature and give rise to ferromagnetic ordering below 56 K. This sharp rise in the magnetic moment below 56 K is marked by paramagnetic (PM) to ferromagnetic (F M) phase transition in Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . It is seen in Fig. 3a that the large bifurcation appears in M ZFC and M FC with further decreasing temperature.
A peak like behavior around T c is observed in M ZFC curve and with further decreasing temperature the M ZFC began to decrease, such type of behavior is seen in many perovskite compounds. [15, 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] Whereas M FC continuously increases with decreasing temperature. However, at low temperature below ∼15 K there appears a peak in M FC and M ZFC which is related to the ordering of Yb 3+ ions at low temperature. The bifurcation of ZFC and FC in oxides with composition La 0.7−x Dy x Ca 0.3 Mn(Fe)O 3 has been studied in detail. [30, 31] The observation of such bifurcation is linked with the spin glass phase in this compound. However, the observed bifurcation is influenced by composition as reported and suppression of spin glass phase is observed. However, to better understand the bifurcation in ZFC and FC of Yb 2 CoMnO 6 dynamic susceptibility measurement is required, where frequency dependent ac susceptibility can shed light on the presence of glassy phase in this material. To estimate the transition temperature across which magnetic phase transition from PM − F M appears we have plotted the dM/dT vs T where the point of inflection in this plot gives the T c . Inset Fig. 3b shows two points of inflection, one around 56 K the T c corresponding to the ferromagnetic ordering of Co 2+ -Mn 4+ whereas the other appears at 14 K which is attributed to ordering of Yb 3+ with net moment opposite to Co/Mn sublattice.
To further understand the magnetic behavior, we have plotted the temperature dependent magnetization data in terms of inverse magnetic susceptibility i.e. χ −1 vs T as shown in the main panel of Fig. 3b . In the paramagnetic region above T c , the inverse magnetic susceptibility can be fitted with conventional Curie Weiss law described as: [32, 33] 
Here C is Curie Constant and θ P paramagnetic Curie temperature. We have observed that the inverse susceptibility is varying linearly with the temperature above T c . The susceptibility data of Yb 2 CoMnO 6 in the temperature range 70 K to 200 K is fitted with Curie Weiss law given in Eq. 1. The fitting parameters obtained from fitting of χ −1 with Eq. 1 in Fig. 3b were used to calculate Curie constant and θ P . The obtained values of C and θ P for Yb 2 CoMnO 6 are 15.470(2) emu K mole −1 Oe −1 and 14.08 K respectively. The positive value of θ P signifies that the ferromagnetic ordering is present in Yb 2 CoMnO 6 sample. Further, the effective magnetic moment is calculated using formula
where C is obtained from the slope of Curie Weiss fitting in Fig. 3b . The value of µ e f f is 11.12(6) µ B /f.u. Isothermal magnetization i.e. the variation of magnetization against temperature M(H) data have been collected at 25 K and 2 K up to ±50 kOe applied magnetic field as shown in Fig. 4a and 4b respectively. M(H) curve does not show any hysteresis at 25 K, however, we observe a slight slope change around 20 kOe in both positive and negative magnetic field directions. The M(H) at 2 K is completely different from M(H) curve at 25 K. M(H) at 2 K shows a large hysteresis which suggests the overall ferromagnetic nature of Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . Further, the magnetic moment does not show any signs of saturation even at the highest applied magnetic field of 50 kOe at both 2 K and 25 K. From the M(H) curve at 2 K we found that the magnetic moment at 50 kOe is about 3.5 µ B /f.u. whereas the remanent magnetization and coercive force are 0.8387 µ B /f.u. and 9065 Oe respectively.
Temperature dependent Raman study
Temperature dependent Raman spectra taken at selective temperatures across magnetic transition is shown in Fig. 5a . The Raman spectra are taken in the temperature range from 10 K to 150 K across the magnetic transition whereas the Raman spectra are taken in the close temperature intervals across T c . It is evident from Fig. 5a the important feature in the Raman spectra are the prominent Raman modes at 641 and 496 cm −1 corresponding to B 2g stretching mode and A 1g breathing mode respectively. These Raman modes are due to stretching, bending and rotation of (Co/Mn)O 6 octahedra. It is confirmed from the theoretical lattice dynamics that the strong sharp peak around 636 cm −1 originates from symmetric stretching of the (Co/Mn)O 6 octahedra, whereas the band at around 496 cm −1 describes a mixed type vibration of antisymmetric stretching and bending. [34] Additionally, the modes at ∼1278 cm −1 represent the second-order overtones of the breathing mode. [35] The temperature dependent Raman spectra show variation in the peak positions and line width corresponding to each mode. The line shape along with the Lorentzian fitting is shown for phonon mode at 641 cm −1 is shown in Fig. 5b .
To understand the presence of spin-phonon coupling in Yb 2 CoMnO 6 , we have analyzed the Raman data of present series with the following anharmonic decay model: [26, 36] 
where ω 0 and C are the intrinsic frequency of the optical mode and anharmonic coefficient, respectively. ω(T ) describes the expected temperature dependence of a phonon mode frequency due to anharmonic phononphonon scattering.
The temperature dependent Raman shift (ω(T)) at 641 cm −1 is shown in Fig. 6a . We have fitted the Raman mode with anharmonic decay model shown in Eq.2. The ω(T) fitted well with this model above T c , however, we have observed that the ω(T) deviates Such behavior has also been reported for many other compounds. [35, 36, 37] It is further noted that the temperature dependent line width of this phonon mode decreases with decreasing temperature as shown in Fig.  6b . It is evident from the figure that the line width also shows a deviation from anharmonic behavior across T c . This deviation is attributed to the additional scattering mechanism involved such as spin-phonon coupling. Thus it is evident from Raman study that the spin-phonon coupling is present in Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . Fig. 7a and 7b represent the temperature dependent real and imaginary part of complex dielectric permittivity ǫ ′ and tan δ respectively measured in the temperature range 20 K to 300 K at different frequencies for Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . Further, for relaxor systems with relaxation mechanisms, each relaxation component will correspond to plateaus in ǫ ′ (T) and respond with peaks in tan δ. For this material, we have observed that with increasing temperature the ǫ ′ at low temperatures ǫ ′ increases slowly however with increasing temperature ǫ ′ increases sharply. Further, with increasing frequencies, ǫ ′ decreases sharply. The higher value of ǫ ′ at low frequency is attributed to the accumulation of the charges at grain boundaries On careful observation of tangent loss curve tan δ, it is seen that there is a broad hump at low temperature which is a feature of relaxor phenomenon. The observed relaxation is frequency dependent and shifts to higher temperatures with increasing frequency.
Dielectric study
The relaxation mechanisms and its origin can be analyzed by fitting the peaks in tan δ with the Arrhenius law given by, τ tanδ = τ 0 exp(-E a /K B T ) where, T is the temperature where peak occurs in tangent loss curve at a particular frequency τ tanδ , τ 0 and E a are characteristic relaxation time and activation energy respectively and, k B is the Boltzmann constant. [38, 39, 40, 42, 43] Fig. 8 shows the variation of relaxation time with absolute temperature i.e. lnτ vs 10 3 /T. It is evident from the figure that the relaxation time is well fitted with Arrhenius law which suggests the thermally activated relaxation mechanism. From the fitting parameters, we have calculated activation energy E a = 0.153 eV. To further understand the dielectric response we have mea- sured the frequency dependent ǫ′ and tan δ over the frequency range 1 Hz to 5.5 MHz for Yb 2 CoMnO 6 at different temperatures. In Fig. 9a we observed that Yb 2 CoMnO 6 exhibits high dielectric constant at low frequency and high temperature. The dielectric spectrum is shown in Fig. 9a clearly shows two plateaus well separated by dispersion indicated by the arrow (Fig.  9a ). The separate plateau in Fig. 9a are attributed to static and optical dielectric constant. Further, the frequency dependent dielectric constant shows the dispersion which moves to the higher frequency with increasing temperature. Fig. 9b shows the dielectric loss as a function of frequency measured at selective temperatures. The dielectric loss is relevant to the permittivity of the material. Fig. 10a shows the real part of complex impedance (Z ′ ) plotted as a function of frequency in the frequency range 1 Hz to 5.5 MHz at various temperatures between 50 K to 300 K. For clarity both the axis are in logarithmic scales. It is quite evident from the figure that the Z ′ decreases with increasing temperature. At low temperature Z ′ gradually decreases with increasing frequency, however, at the temperature above 100 K the Z ′ initially remains independent of frequency then at the higher frequency it began to decreases. Further, the frequency independent region moves to the high frequency region with increasing temperature. Further, it is observed that at high frequency and high temperature the Z ′ almost similar. This feature possibly is due to the release of accumulated space charges at high temperatures hence contribute to the enhancement of conduction in this material at high temperatures. The imaginary part of impedance (Z ′′ ) is shown in Fig. 10b for a wide frequency range. Z ′′ shows a peak which attains Z ′′ max for all the curves measured at different temperatures, further it is evident that the peak moves towards higher frequency with increasing temperature.
Impedance spectroscopy
We know that the most probable relaxation time (τ) can be determined for relaxation system by identifying the position of the loss peak in the Z ′′ vs log ( f ) plots using the relation: [38, 39, 41, 42, 43] 
where τ is relaxation time and f is the relaxation frequency. To further understand the relaxation behavior we have plotted the relaxation time τ vs inverse temperature 10 3 /T (K −1 ). Fig. 11 shows the temperature variation of τ, it is observed that the relaxation time follows Arrhenius behavior given as: [42, 43, 44] 
where τ 0 is the pre-exponential factor, k B the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. From the fitting parameters, the activation energy (E a ) has been calculated and is found to be 0.15 eV. Fig. 10c shows the Z ′ vs Z ′′ in the form of Nyquist plots at some selective temperatures measure in the wide frequency range 1 Hz to 5.5 MHz. It is quite evident from the figures that the plot gives the semicircle in the whole range of temperature. The experimentally obtained impedance data for Yb 2 CoMn 6 is plotted on the complex plane in terms of the Nyquist plot i.e. Z ′ vs Z ′′ . The semicircle in the Nyquist plots has depressed which suggests that the non-Debye type of relaxation is found in this material. It also manifests that there is a distribution of relaxation time instead of a single relaxation time in the material. Further, it is observed that the radius of semicircles decreases with increasing temperature. 
Electrical modulus
Information of interface polarization, relaxation time, electrical conductivity and grain boundary conduction effects, etc can be deduced from the electrical modulus of materials. Figs. 12a and 12b show the temperature dependent real (M ′ ) and imaginary (M ′′ ) part electrical modulus obtained at selective frequencies for Yb 2 CoMnO 6 in the temperature range of 20 K to 300 K. Fig. 12b shows variation of the M ′′ with frequency at selected temperatures. Once again, M ′′ spectroscopy plot reveals relaxation phenomena in the material. The maximum value (M ′′ ) in the M ′′ vs log f plot shows peak shifts to the higher frequency, which suggests that hopping of charge carriers is predominantly thermally activated. The asymmetric broadening of the peak indicates the spread of relaxation with different time con-stants, which once again suggests the material is non-Debye-type.
To understand the relaxation mechanism we can have plotted the relaxation time as a function of absolute temperature i.e. τ vs 10 3 /T shown in Fig. 13 . The relaxation time is distributed and suggests that the relaxation mechanism is thermally activated in nature and follows Arrhenius behavior given by: [42, 43, 44] 
where τ 0 is pre-exponent factor, k B is Boltzmann constant and E a is the activation energy. we have fitted the data with above Eq. as shoown in Fig. 13 and found that the data fitted well. From the fittng parameter we have calculated the activation energy E a = 0. 26 eV 
Electric conductivity
To further understand the charge hopping and electrical properties we have investigated the AC conductivity in Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . The AC conductivity is calculated by using the relation σ ac = ǫ 0 ωǫ ′′ . [45, 46] Fig. 14 shows the variation of AC conductivity with frequency i.e. σ ac vs f at some selective temperatures in the range 50 K to 300 K. It is evident from the figure that at low frequencies the conductivity is independent of frequency and gives a plateau region at all temperatures. In this region of frequency, the conduction is mainly dominated by DC conductivity (σ dc ). However, at higher frequencies, the conductivity increases with increasing frequency. It is further to note that the plateau region marked by DC conductivity in Fig. 14 extends to the higher frequencies with increasing temperature. The frequency independent region also suggests that the hopping charges carrier are absent at low frequencies.
The variation of AC conductivity with absolute temperature i.e. σ ac vs 10 3 /T at some selective frequencies is shown in Fig. 15a . We observed that with increasing frequency the conductivity increases. To understand the conduction mechanism we have fitted the the conductivity with the following formula: [41, 47, 48] σ ac = σ 0 exp −E a k B T
where σ 0 is pre-exponent factor, k B is Boltzmann constant and E a is the activation energy. From the fitting parameters, we have calculated the activation energy. It is found that the activation energy E a increases with decreasing frequency as shown in Fig. 15b .
Conclusion
Yb 2 CoMnO 6 nano-crystalline was successfully synthesis by sol-gel method. In the present study, we report structural, magnetic, dielectric and transport properties of nano-crystalline Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . The structural analysis shows that the sample is in single phase and adopt monoclinic crystal structure with P2 1 /n space group. Magnetization study reveals that the Yb 2 CoMnO 6 is a ferromagnetic material that undergoes PM-FM phase transition around T c ∼56 K. The material also shows antiferromagnetic ordering at low temperature. Raman study shows spin-phonon coupling present in this material. Dielectric measurement shows a strong dispersion in dielectric constant and tangent loss shows a relaxation phenomenon. The impedance spectroscopy shows that Yb 2 CoMnO 6 does not follow Debye's model. The Nyquist plot analysis shows non-Debye's behavior of Yb 2 CoMnO 6 . AC conductivity shows strong frequency dependence at the higher frequency limit. The conductivity analysis shows that the conduction mechanism involves quantum mechanical tunneling phenomenon.
